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1. Introduction. This paper is the sequel to [1]. Briefly, the context in which we
shall work is as follows. Let ^ b e a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space
%C. Let (f) be a faithful normal finite trace on M with <f>(I) = 1, where I is the identity of si.
For ls£p<oo, let L"(si) denote the non commutative Lebsegue spaces associated with
(si, <f>) [9]. We note that L"(si) is a linear space of (possibly unbounded) operators X,
affiliated to si, for which 4>(|X|P)<°°, where |X| = (X*X)1/2. Lp(si) is a Banach space
under the norm ||X||P = 4>(|X|p)1/p. The following facts will be used freely. For 1 =£p =£°°, let
q be defined by l/p + 1/q = 1 with q =oo if p = 1. Then the dual of L"{si) is Lq(si) under
the bilinear form (x, y) = <£(xy), where xeL"(si) and y e £ q ( ^ ) , with the convention that

si. If lssrsss^oo, then Ls(si)^Lr(si)^L\si). The V norm may be defined as

Besi,

If x e L p ( i ) then x*, the (Hilbert space) adjoint of x, is in L"(s£) too. For a fixed
pe[l,°°) we define an average to be a linear contraction A of Lp(si) satisfying

A(xA(y)) = A(x)A(y) (

In [1] it was shown that an average which preserves the identity of si is the
conditional expectation onto its range, which has the form Lp(98) for some von Neumann
subalgebra 93 of si. In this paper we shall characterise those averages that do not
necessarily map I to I.

2. Characterisation of adjoint preserving averages. We begin by characterising
those subspaces of Lp(s4), which are Lp(93) for some von Neumann subalgebra 98 of si.

THEOREM 2.1. Let p e [1, °°) be fixed and let M be a closed subspace of Lp(si) which
contains a *-subalgebra 93° of si with IeS8° and such that %° is \\ • \\p-dense in M. Then
M = LP(93, 4>), where 98 is the von Neumann algebra generated by 98°.

Proof. The idea is that the || • ||p closure picks up the strong operator closure too. The
algebra $&° is dense in 33 in the strong operator topology (hereafter denoted TS). By
Kaplansky's density theorem, the self adjoint part of 98?, the unit ball of 98°, is Ts-dense in
the self adjoint part of 931; the unit ball of 93. Given x = x*e981 there is a net (xa) of
self-adjoint operators in 98? converging strongly to x. Let 0^ n be a natural number and
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ye3if; since |x-xJ2 = (x-xa)
2 we have

=£221(x-xa)(y)||-*0 as a t ,

where || • ||« denotes the operator norm. So | x - x j 2 n — » 0 - T S as a | . It follows that
H*~Xall2n —*0 as a | because <f> is weak operator continuous on bounded sets in si. For
l ^ p < c ° we can choose n sufficiently large so that p^2n. We then have

l|x-xj|ps£||x-xj|2.. (n3sp/2).

This relation follows from the corresponding relation for real valued functions from 2-4 of
[9]. So ||x - xj |p -» 0 as a t . Hence S311" "•> = L"(38) c M The reverse inclusion is obvious.

In connection with the next result, see [6].

THEOREM 2.2. Let A : L"(si) -»L"(si) be an average. Then A(x) = Ma(ux), where
A^j(-) is the conditional expectation with respect to a von Neumann subalgebra 38 of si and
u = A+(I). (A+ is the L"-adjoint of A.)

Proof. Let 28° = {xesi : A(yx) = A(y)x, A(xy) = xA(y) Vy e ^ } . Then 38° is a *-
subalgebra of si containing I. By Theorem 2.1, 39°" "» = Lp(95), where 38 denotes the von
Neumann algebra generated by 38°. Hence for yeLp(S3) there is a sequence (yn)s53°
such that yn -» y in || • ||p. If x e si we have

l|xyB-xy||p^||xyyF1-y||p-»O as n^co.

Hence A(xyn) —» A(xy) in || • ||p. From [1], we know that xesi^> A(x)esi. It follows for
and yeLp(98) that

A(xy) = lim A(xyn) = lim A(x)yn = A(x)y.
n n

Now let xesi, ye53. Both M%(A+(r)x) and A(x) are in 1/(38); the latter because
A(x)eS8°. Since

= <t>(A(xy)) =

it follows (from the definition of the L'(33) norm) that A(x) = M®(A+(I)x) for xesi. Now
suppose that xeL"(si). We can choose x,,ej^ with x = limxn and A(x) = \\mA(xn) in

|| • ||p. But Mm(A+(I) •):Lp(si) -» L^SS) is continuous, and so (Mg8(A
+(/)xn)) converges to

MB(A + ( / )X) in L1 (38) norm. But || • U^H • ||p for a finite algebra so for x e L p ( i ) ,

A(x) = || • ||p - lim A(xJ = || • I -lim MaiA+WxJ = Afc(A+(i)x).
n n

REMARKS

(i) An average is a translation followed by a conditional expectation,
(ii) Theorem 2.2 shows A to be a left translation followed by an expectation.
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Why not a right translation? In fact it makes no difference for if ye581; then

^(M38(A+(/)x)y) = <KA+(I)xy) = <KA(xy));
but y e 38 so that

= <t>(A(x)y) = 4>(yA(x))

= <f>(xA+(Dy) = <t>(Mm(xA+(I))y).

3. Fixed points of averages. Let 28 be a von Neumann subalgebra of M that does
not (necessarily) contain I. We shall denote the || • ||p closure of 88 in Lp(s4) by Lp(33).

The next result shows that there is a projection onto the fixed points of an average
A : Lp(s£) —> Lp{s4) with some nice properties. In particular the fixed points of A are a
closed subspace of Lp(sl) of the form LP(S8), where 39 is a von Neumann subalgebra of
si.

THEOREM 3.1. Let A : L"{s£) —» Lp(s£) be an average. Then there is a projection F
from Lp(s£) onto the fixed points of A with the following properties.

(i) F(x) = F(I)A(x) = A(x)F(I) (x£Lp( i ) ) .
(ii) F(I) is a projection.
(iii) F is normal on si.
(iv) F(si) is a von Neumann subalgebra of si.
(v) F maps the centre of si into the centre of F(s£).

(vi) F(LP(^)) = LP(F(^)).
(vii) F is an average.

Proof. We deal with the cases 1 < p <°° first and then deduce the case of p = 1 from
these.

(i) For K p < c o , Lp(s£) is reflexive [9]. The ergodic averages Sn(-) =

- X Ak(-) are uniformly bounded as maps Lp(.s^)-^LP(^) and, for xeLp(s£),
n fc..o

Ak(x)/k converges to 0 in L"(s£) as k —»°°. It follows from Corollaries 2 and 4 of VIII.5
of [2] that for x e Lp(s2),

F(x) = limSn(x) in || • ||p
n

exists and the map x —» F(x) is a || ||p contractive projection onto the fixed points of A.
The averaging property indicates that Ak(x) = Ak~\l)A{x); therefore,

Sn(x)=-(x + A(x) + A(I)A(x) + A(I)2A(x) + . . . + A"
n

_x (/+A(i) + . . . + A"-1(J))A(x) An~\l)A(x)
n n n
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Since ACs^S-stfi (2.2 of [1]) we have for x e i that Sn(I)A(x)-^F(I)A(jc) in || • ||p and
hence F(x) = F(I)A(x) for x s l Moreover ||Sn(I)|U =s= 1 for n = 1, 2, 3, We claim that
F(I)eMi too. To see this, note that si1 is compact in the weak operator topology TW and
hence (Sn(I)) has a subnet (Sn(I)) converging in TM to some Tesd{. Since (Sn(I)) is
convergent in || • ||p to F(I) the subnet converges in || • ||p—and hence weakly in Lp(s4) to
F(I) too. Now on six the weak and ultraweak topologies coincide, and so every weak
operator continuous linear functional on s£x is given by an element of Lx(s&). But
LQ(st)cL\si); hence for every X E L " ^ ) , where l/p + l/q = l,

cf>(XT) = lim <f>(XSn(I)) =
OL

and so F(I)=Tesdl. It follows that F(x) = F(I)A(x) for each xeL"(sd). To see that
F(x) = A(x)F(I) note that Ak(x) = A(x)Ak~1(I), and proceed as above. :

(ii) We now use (i) noting that x = F(I) is a fixed point in si1. F(I) is self adjoint
because A preserves adjoints.

(iii) Using (i) and the averaging property with the fact that A is * -preserving we see
that F \ sd is a projection of norm one onto F(s4) which is a C*-algebra. Hence F is
positive [7]. Let xa j" x in si. By scaling if necessary we can take Os£x-xa =£1 Using the
normality of <fr we conclude that xa —»x in Lx(si). Now for K p < ° °

Os£|x — xa\" =s|x —xj = x —xa =£/.
So for 1< p < oc,

K l J - O ^ K x J H I x - x J ^ O as a f .
That is, | | x - x a | | p ^ 0 as n^>oo. By continuity F(xa) —* F(x) in || • ||p and hence in || • ||1;

and as F is positive and x 3= xa Va we have, by §2 of [9],

S =supF(xa;) = || • ||! - lim F(xa) = F(X) = F ( sup x I.
a \ a /

So F is normal.
(iv) As we noted in (iii), F(s&) is a C*-algebra. Again by (iii), F(sd) is monotone

closed. Finally, because it has a trace defined on it, it has sufficiently many positive linear
functions. We use 3.16 of [7] to get the result.

(v) This follows directly from the averaging property.
(vi) Because F(s&) is dense in the range of F.
Now we consider the case p = 1. Since, in this case A contracts || • ||, and also || • \\x by

[1], it follows from [5] that it contracts || • ||p, K p <oo. For x e Lp(s£) (where p is fixed) the
relation (i) holds and (ii)-(vi) follow. Since A is an L1 contraction and Lp{si) is dense in
LX{M) we can extend the map F( •) from Lp(s£) to L\s£) by using (i). We note that (i)
then holds (obviously) for x e L 1 ^ ) and that F(x) is a fixed point of A, so that F is an
idempotent.

(vii) This follows from (i), (ii) and the fact that A is an average.

It would be useful to know what conditions a contraction of LP(M) should satisfy in
order for it to be an average. Kelley [4] has shown that a positive idempotent operator on
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CJJC) is averaging if and only if its range is a subalgebra. The following result is along
these lines.

LEMMA 3.2. For a fixed p e [1, °°) let T : Lp(s£) —»• Lp(si) be a positive linear mapping
that preserves the identity operator. Then T preserves the trace.

Proof. See 2.4 of [1]. The result is proved for an average, but the proof works just as
well for the T of the hypothesis.

THEOREM 3.3. Let p e [1, °°) be fixed and T : Lp(s4) —» LP(M) be a positive contractive
idempotent linear mapping with T(I) = I and T(s£) an algebra. Then T is the conditional
expectation onto LP(3S), where 3ft is a von Neumann subalgebra of si.

Proof. By the lemma, T preserves the trace and so for each projection Eesi we have
0 =£ T(E) =£ I and <j>(T(E)) =s 4>(E). These are the conditions of Proposition 1 of [10]. This
shows that T extends to a map of Lp'(s4) into itself for l=£p'=s°°, and T(sd)^s4;
moreover if x = x*, then ||T(x)||p'^||x||p'. We shall use the extension of T to L2(A) below.

So T(sd) is a *-subalgebra of si containing I. By Theorem 2.1 above, the range of T
is Lp(T(sd)"), where T(si)" denotes the von Neumann algebra generated by T(si). Let M
be the conditional expectation Lp(s4)^*Lp(T(sd)"). Suppose that for each yeT(M),
zeLp(i),

Then by ultraweak continuity we have (*) for y e T(^)". This shows that M(z) = T(z);
(consider the L1 norm). So it remains to show that (*) holds. What we shall show is that if
y es£ is a fixed point of T then it is a fixed point of T+ (the "Lq" adjoint of T). We then
get, for y e T(s&),

<KM(z)y) = *(zy) = ^>(zT+(y)) = <KT(z)y),

which finishes the proof.

Consider x e i ; we know that T(x)eL2(M) but only that T+(x)eLq(^), where
1/p + 1/q = 1. However it is clear that on sd the Lq adjoint of T agrees with the L2 adjoint
of T. So for z e L\M) we have

sup |<KT+(x)zy)| = sup |<KxT(zy))| (zy 6 L2(M))

*s sup 2{||x

so that T + (x)z6L ' ( i ) and hence T+(x)eL%sf). Suppose now that x = x * e ^ and
T(x) = x. We note first that, since T preserves positivity so does T+, and hence they both
preserve adjoints. Thus

0 ̂ ||T+(x) - x|g = cH(T+(x) - x)(T+(x) - x))

= <MT+(x)T+(x)) - <t>(T+(x)x) -
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But by Proposition l(iii) of [10] we can see that T+ is || • ||2 contractive on self adjoint
elements in sd just as T is. Hence T+(x) = x. It follows that T and T+ have the same fixed
points in sd.
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